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BALSA AND HANALSA Sponsor Annual 'Law Day' 
by Vivian McWatt 
On Saturday November 6, 
1982, the Black American Law 
Students Association (BALSA), 
in conjunction with the 
Hispanic, Asian and Native 
American Law Students 
Association (HANALSA) spon-
sored UB's annual Law Day. 
BALSA and HANALSA are 
organizations consisting of 
students dedicated to the 
study of law. The respective 
and collective goals of these 
two organizations are not only 
the enlightenment and ad-
vancement of their respective 
BALSA Community. Liaison Dewette Aughtry with Dean Headricli. on Law day panel. peoples, but of the Law School 
photo by Cary Gaines and Buffalo communities as 
Environmental Vice Squad well. They are organizations 
dedicated not only to ethnic 
andminorityidentificationbutUB erad Goes A fter Hooker also -to assimilation into the 
by Liu Kandel Heights Property Owners 
Association· and County 
Niagara Falls Attorney Lewis Citizens Alliance to block the 
Steele is currently working on settlement agreement, · he did 
two law-suits against Hooker , ·rant their motion to in­
Chemical. The 1980 University tervene. According to Steele, 
of Buffalo Law School this right to intervene is very 
graduate has his own legal significant because "for the 
practice in which he concen­ next 35. years [thefe) people 
trates on public interest law, will have a role to play in the 
especially environmental implementation of the a1ree­
issues. ment." 
One of the suits against In addition, a class action 
Hooker which Steele is pursu­ suit for $100 million for com­
ing concerns the Hyde Park pensatory relief and punitive 
Landfill Agreement which was damages was filed on behalf of 
reached between the govern-· all those affected by the land­
ment, Hooker, and affected fill . In view of Judge Curtin's 
residents. Although Judge Cur­ prior decisi'on of preventing 
tin, United States District court the alteration of the settle­
for the Western District of ment agreement, Steele is not 
New York, rejected Steele's overly optimistic about the 
motion on behalf of College outcome of this suit. 
Rape Laws Pending 
by Anna Marie Richmond 
forA.W.U. 
It is legally impossible for a 
husband to rape his wife in 
New York. The N.Y. criminal 
. law of rape defines a "female" 
as a women "who is not mar­
ried to the actor." "Not mar­
ried" can include separated 
spouses only if there is a court 
order, decree, or a written 
agreement signed by the par­
ties "specifically indicating 
that the actor may be guilty 
of...a crime for engaging . in 
conduct...proscribed by this ar­
ticle." (New York Penal Law 
§130.00 subdiv.4) 
Three bills .which aim to· 
remedy this situation are pen­
ding in the New York State 
Legislature. A.5716 would 
make rape a crime when the 
parties are married but living 
apart without legal separation. 
A.5717-A would make ag­
gravated sexual assault a 
crime regardless of the pa~ies' 
marital status. A.5534-B would 
repeal the definition of 
"fem~le" in NYPL §130.00 sub­
div.4. , It 1 ;al~o removes the 
marital' ·e~emption from the 
definition of deviate sexual 
intercourse." (NYPL §130.00 
subdiv.2.) 
In recognition of the impor-
tance of the issue of marital 
rape and sexual · abuse, the 
Association of Women Law 
Students is sponsoring a letter-
writing campaign on the bills. 
Wednesday, Dec. 1, A.W.L.S. 
volunteers will staff a table in 
front of the Library, providing 
writing materials, information 
on the three bjlls and sug-
gested letterwording(forthose 
who don't feel creative)." We 
urge you to take a few minutes 
to pen your views to the State 
Legislature on this issue. 
Postage will be paid by 
A.W.L.S. 
Other A.W.L.S. projects for 
the coming semester include: 
seminars for careers for 
women in the -law, lobbying for 
women's rights ·at the Women 
and the Law Conference in 
Washington, D.C., and the im· 
proper sexist interview ques-
tionnaire project (question-
naires are available in Career 
Planning and the A.W.L.S. of-
fice). Meetinas are alternate 
Thursdays at 1:.30 p.m. in Rooni j ticular problems, i\ could have 
10, (the next scheduled a _very significant effect, 
HANi\LSA Travelers, from I to r Anthony Graziani, Johnmeeting 'is 12/2) and are operl I continued on page 5 
Faria, Camelo Batista. See Story page 6.to all interested students. 
The other suit against law school. 
.Hooker which Steele is The title and theme of their 
litigating concerns the con- conference was "Steps Toward 
tamination of Niagara Falls Equal Justice." In keeping with 
drinkinl' water. Hooker that theme, the two organiza-
operates a four-acre landfill tions attempted to present the 
located within 200 yards of the Buffalo community with an 
city's water filtration plant. aspect of the law which might 
Steele is repres«!ntina a 
.Nia.-ra Fall.s~dtizfll)S &!OUP ip_
be unfamiliar to many: how 
_ the· law affects minorities to-
· 
this S1 billion suit. Tfaf com- day. 1fie Law Day participants · 
plaint accuses Hooker of attempted to discuss law in a 
negligence, t(espass, assault, positive light, both as a career 
battery, engaging in ultra- objective, and as an integral 
hazardous activi•y. and · part of our society. 
causing mental stress. BALSA and HANALSA were 
Because federal and state especially pleased with this 
government suits a~ already Law Day because it featured 
pending against Hooker regar- the participation of many sue-
ding this same issue, Steele is cesful minority professionals 
trying to get the federal court who graduated from this in-
to allow the group he stitution. Among them were 
represents to enter as a third Judge Wilbert Trammel of the 
party. Because no settlement Buffalo City Court; Rose 
has been reached between Sconiers, Esq., Executive Direc-
Hooker and the government, tor for the Legal Aid Society of 
Steele is optimistic about the Buffalo; Carlos Rodriguez, 
court allowina his clients to in- Esq., Public Defender, City of 
tervene. Niagara Falls citizens Rochester; and Rauf Figueroa, 
cannot depend on the govern- Esq., Assistant United States 
ment to protect their interests. Attorney for Buffalo. 
Steele said. As this year's symposium 
According to Steele,the was aimed at a very diverse au-
legal system is structured and dience, an attempt was made 
financed so that defendants to provide a workshop which 
have all the necessary would appeal to anyone will-
resources. As a public interest ing to attend. Since the focus 
lawyer, Steele is primarily con- of HANALSA and BALSA is 
cerned with people and school, the program was . 
organizations that don't have oriented towards law students. 
a lot of money. "It is But the two organizations also 
phenomenally expensive for focused much attention upon 
-one to have one's · say in the minority community in the 
court," he said. "It takes more. 
money to access the system," 
he continued. The legal system 
won't necessarily protect those 
without money. "If you don't . 
have money, you' ll lose," he 
· added. 
Because of this inevitable 
imbalance between the par­
ties, the law school can and . 
should act to ·funnel resources 
in the direction of public in­
terest law, Steele said. The law 
school represents a communi­
ty of knowledge. If this 
knowledge wee applied to par­
City of Buffalo. 
To facilitate this end, there 
was a community workshop. 
The speakers were Judge Tram­
mel and Buffalo Law School 
professors Alan Freeman and 
Charles Carr . The topics 
discussed were the impact of 
criminal procedure on 
minorities and landlord-tenant 
law. 
Next on the agenda was the 
"Coping With Law School and 
Maintaining ldentfty as a 
Minority Professional" 
workshop. Since this is a very 
broad subject the workshop 
was divided into two parts. 
The first part concerned 
coping with law school and 
was presented by participants 
Rodriguez, Carr, Assistant 
Dean Vivian Carcia, and 
students John H.Faria, Jr. and 
Ron Osson. This workshop was 
geared to the beginning law 
student. Basically it consisted 
of veterans and near-veterans 
of that horrifying experience 
called "Law School" telling the 
neophytes that with diligence 
and perseverance they can 
make it. The panel itself was 
living proof that there \s I~ 
deed life after law scflool and 
that it is a survivable ex• 
perience. 
The second part of the "Cop-
ing" workshop was called 
"Maintaini[lg an Identity as a 
Minority Professional." . The 
distinguished speakers were 
Ms. Sconiers, Mr. Figueroa, 
and Dr. Robert Palmer, Direc­
tor of the Equal Opportunity 
Program and acting Vice­
President at UB. Ms. Sconiers 
was a big hit. She discussed be­
ing female as well as a black in 
the legal profession, and she 
encouraged aH those who had 
feelings of insecurity based on · 
race or sex with her very 
positive attitude, exemplified 
by her statement, "I'm a lawyer 
who happens to be female and 
black." 
Mr. Figueroa talked of his 
being a Latino lawyer and the 
problems he has encountered 
as a result. That theme was 
echoed by Dr. Palmer's discus­
sion of being a school ad­
ministrator. 
The main message gleaned 
from their respective and col­
continued on page 5 
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From the Editors 
Exams and Honesty 
, 
The two memoranda issut:(I to UB Law students the second week of 
November ("Examination Procedures and Policies" and "Policy on 
Academic Honesty and Examinations'1 reveal a contradictory ad­
ministration policy on student honesty: on the one hand we are placed 
on an honor system which demands that we exercise considerable good 
judgment and maturity when taking our exams by swearing to refrain 
from all forms of collaboration. At the same time the deans have issued 
strict procedures and 1uidelines to be followed by students who wish to 
reschedule examinations. 
Accordin1 to the recent epistles, it is only under exceptional condi­
tions that students will be permitted to reschedule examinations to more 
convenient and less burdensome tim~s. 
We find it odd that an administration which extends to students the 
hiahet' resP.C)llsibilit~ i~herent in t.akina an oath o.f honesty by, removing 
proctors at exams and by con,inuing the old (but not scandal-free) policy 
of permitting take-home exariiiriations, should at the same time hold so 
stubbornly to its prearranged testing <;alendar. It gives credence to the 
assertion that the exam schedule is being used to rectify regi$tration im· 
balances caused by inadequate course selection. (See Letter to the 
Editor.] 
Putting aside the• absurdity of the administration's position that 
students who find their examination schedule oppressive have no right to 
complain because they had notice of the schedule when they registered, 
we believe that the administration's intransigence and inflexibility on 
this matter flies in the face of the trust exhibited by the implementation 
of a more expansive honor system, and renders hypocritical their profess· 
ed commitment to higher standards of academic honesty. 
If UB were actually operating under an honor system, the rescheduling 
of examinations would not even be an issue. Under a true honor code 
we, as responsible and trustworthy adults would be expected to arrang~ 
our own exam schedules. The examination period would operate by t~e 
use of "floater" exams which have been a preferred testing mode of 
many professors in the past. During the two week exam period, students 
could choose when they wanted to take each exam, basing their choice 
upon a configuration or school, work, and family responsibil4ties. 
One might argue that such a system is too unstructured, cumbersome, 
and impracticable, placing too mu<;h strain on A&R; we don't agree with 
such an assessment because students could be required to submit their 
chosen examination schedules to the registrar at some time well before 
finals are scheduled to begin. In any event, some procedures could bear· 
ranged which would satisfactorily enable each student to use his or her 
own best judgment in arranging an exam timetable. 
The most likely objection to such an· arrangement would be that such 
a system would lead to rampant cheating, plagiarism, and collaboration. 
If such an ass.essment is true, then it reflects poorly on both UB law 
students and the legal profession as a whole. If the reason for not open· 
ing exam scheduling to a bona fide honor system is reserved mistrust of 
the students, then the present policy is a patronizing sham, designed 
merely to create the impression that we are expected to operate under an 
internal code of trustworthiness and honesty, but in fact denying us the 
opportunity to perform under our own standards of r,·ght and wrong. 
Perhaps the Buffalo Model should incorporate a genuine code of 
honor into its fabric. Higher standards of. ethics and honesty in the legal 
profession will only emerge when every attorney possesses an internal 
commitmenttoahigherlevelofprofessionalandmoralresponsibility. lf 
we haven't adopted a commitment to honesty while we're in law school, 
then we can· hardly be expected to exhibit a different standard when 
, · · f · 
we re pra_ct1c1~g pro ess,ona1s. 
If student dishonesty makes an exam system such as we propose truly 
unworkable; then it is a poor reflection on our future profession and 
,.., f . . . . 
renders our Code of rro ess,onal Respons1b1lity little more than a gloss
· d · h f . . . . 
des1gne to appease a rig t u11 y cynica 1public. And 1t reveals the great 
·1 f 1 1 d · c d h . 
Letter to the Editor 
New 'Exam Policy 11s· R iditufou·s 
To the Editor: 
Once again the law school 
administration has exhibited 
its total lack of concern for the 
needs of the students. 
Recently-disseminated exam 
guidelines include an in­
teresting requirement for 
students to meet before they 
can reschedule an exam. 
Students who have . two exams 
on one day, or exams on three 
consecutive days are required 
to include in their request to 
reschedule a "cogent" 
justification for having taken 
the courses they did in view of 
the '1act they knew ahead of 
time that they would have 
exam schedule conflicts. 
Requiring students to justify 
their course selection is simply 
ridiculous. Such a requirement 
will presumably reduce the 
number of rescheduled exams 
and thereby reduce the in­
convenience to the administra-
tion. But the fact that this will 
also result in an extreme 
burden on some students is a~ 
parently of littie concern to 
the administration. 
Is it too much to assume 
that once the students have 
paid their tuition they can take 
whatever courses are offered? 
Why should we be manipu­
lated ·into taking some courses 
and not others because of an 
exam schedule over which we 
have no control? 
No one denies that / the 
reschedulin1 of individual 
exams creates problems for all · 
concerned. Why, however, 
must the solution to the pro­
blem come at the expense of 
the students? 
This lack of concern for the 
students should come as no 
surprise to veterans of the 
re1istration wars. Students are 
forced into courses they don't 
want or don't need. This is so 
because of the limited 
availability of courses which 
we apparently do want and do 
need. Limited availability is a 
result of several factors: the 
number of sections of the par­
ticular ·course, the number of 
students per section, and the 
days and times at which the 
course is offered. 
When the administration 
sees, as it surely must, that the 
demand for certain subjects 
outstrips the supply, why 
doesn't it simply increase the 
supply (i.e., more sections or 
big1er classes)? 
Cynics among us would sug­
gest that the administration 
simply doesn't care what the 
Film Review 
,f,a1 ure ~ our ega e ucat,on an .t e ~(!f_f~lo Model!) for ~ot fmdmg i veteran who is harassed and 
'. ; 'i"ays tq impart high~~ levels of trust an~Nlf•PJ onto the students pf this goaded p'nto vioi.-nce by the ' 
· ft r · ' ·r ." 
desire to establish U/B as 
something of' a "national law 
school." Why? As a result, in­
"'fnr"'IIIJJ Y111J111WtA1r .,,_ 
1A11tS Nl'fllWV ,t> Slfl,,A&>ur11 
stead of getting the type of 
education that will best help 
us to be good lawyers, we are 
being subjected to an ad-
Financial Aid 
Deadlines Nearing 
5ta IIOne A a · N t IIg /nI a U·r a y
b JOh St 
· y n egmayer 
First Blood 
" First Blood" is not a great
movie. It does not pretend or 
try to be. It is an action film 
h fwit a air amount of violence 
but it is good at what 1·t does•. 
What it does 1·s prov'ide alot of 
excitement, with superb
hc ases, excellent stunts and 
some subtle often macabr
' e 
humour. There may even be a 
message for the enlightened 
viewer , 
· . 
Sylvester Stallone is the 
draw He portrays a Vietnam 
· 
students want. The sanctity of 
the Buffalo Model must be 
preserved. 
The dean !'!as suggested that 
he has no control over schedu­
ling, saying in effect, the pro­
fessors teach what they want, 
when they want to. 
Really? · 
Do the professors reallv 
refuse to teach larger sections? 
Or more than one section of a 
given course? Do they_. really 
refuse to teach either M-W-F or 
T-Th? Or to meet at the same . 
time every day? 
The impression one is left 
with is that the law school, the 
"Buffalo Model," exists for its 
own sake. The students are 
secondary at best. . 
Somewhere along the line 
someone has lost sight of the 
fact that the school exists to 
teach the students how to be 
lawyers. In some ways, for ex­
ample, the clinic, it does this 
very well . But of course, ac­
cess to the clinic is ·limited. 
The prime motivati9n of the 
administration seems to be a 
ministration that is doing 
nothing more than trying to 
create an image. Unfortunate­
ly, it may be an image without 
. substance. 
Mike Kana/ey 
CoMINC 
• ..N ..• 
Students interested in ap­
plying for National Direct 
Student loam (NDSL) or 
Work-Study for the 191N4 
lc:hool year (lncludlns the 
summer of 1913) must sub­
mit applications in January. 
TWO ap91ications are 
necesury: 
1. Financial Aid Form (FAF) 
published by the College 
Scholarship Service . 
Must be signed and dated 
by you NO EARLIER than 
Jan. 1, 1983 and received 
by CSS in Princeton NO 
.LATER than Jan. 31, 1983. 
You should return from 
Christmas vacation with 
sufficient information to 
complete the form based 
on an estimate of your 
1982 ~ax return. If you are 
dependent on your 
parents, they must also 
sjgn the FAF. 
2. Financial Aid Application 
(FAA) published by the 
SUNYAB Financial Aid 
Office. Must be received 
at the Financial Aid Of­
fice on Main Street 
before Feb. 28, 1983. 
Evt!ry year students are 
diequalified from receivins 
aid merely because .._Ir ap­
plication wu a day GI'. two 
late. Don't be caught this 
year. 
Applications should be 
available ~inning Dec. 15 
at Admissions and Records 
in O'Brian, or from the 
Financial Aid Office on 
Main Street. 
NOTJ: This early. deadline 
only applies to NDSL and 
Work-Study applications. 
TAP, SU STA, and 
Guaranteed Student Loan 
applications for 1983-84 will 
be available I.ate in the 
Spring Semester. 
, . , page. e , persqna
•n;s 1tu ,on._ I ! • · , · · · good ,'pl~ ; ~py. ,~olice of a 11~hich builds bfi!~e1'n the two 
! 1 • sleepy Nortllwest town he at- men is believably developed 
~, .P•H .two ,.,g_.inion ..,N'e~e111ms '88it1982 
• 
tempts to pass through. It 
~eems 
th
at stallone's character 
IS a war hero, the last surviving 
member of ari e•lite GreenBere t unit . Crazed with 
· f h 
memories O t e war, and em-b 'Itt d b h' 
ere Y IS treatment byAmericans on his return, he 
more than holds his own in 
h Iw at esca ates Jo a war against 
th I I I' d 
e oca po ice an eventuallythe National Guard . 
B · D hrian enne y one of the 
. most under;ated of 
H II d' hO 
t VW?0 s c adr~cter actors,
urns m a ere 1ble perfor-
h h · · mance as t e s eriff whose1· htl d · 
s ig Y warpe sense of dutylights the fuse for ,t 
' ram Th • S a,llofne seud 
and supplies many of the film's 
best moments. . 
GRADE: Q 
Valedictory 
What could be worse than 
listening to Mark Reisman 
speak at our graduation? 
PLEASE.. .save us from him! 
Any noble volunteers for class 
speaker, please ' leave your 
name and mailbox no. in 
mailbox no. 678. Outlines will 
be requested later. Remember: 
you' ll be doing all of us a favor 
by saving us from M.R. 
THE 1983 COMM~N~iMENT 
(:0MMIT i11E iE " 11 · 
~.
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Prosecuto-rs' Unfettered Discretfdti f~e-ads -~to··Abus.e 
by Francis J. Flaherty 
Editor's Note: Francis-J. Flaher­
ty-is a 1981 graduate of Harvard 
Law School and a former ex­
ecutive editor of the Harvard 
1 
Civil Righb-Civil Liberties I.aw. 
Review. His reportage and 
commentary have appeared in 
Harper's, Commonwealth, the 
Hudson Review, and other 
publications. This article first 
appeared in The Progressive, 
August 1982. · 
It was 19-27, the height of 
Prohibition. The owners of 
several American shipping 
fleets were shivering their 
timbers with rage. Loaded with 
liquor,'iJritish passenger ships 
of the Cunard Line were cruis-
ing into New York Harbor, 
picking up thirsty American 
vacationers and, once outside 
territorial \Vaters, serving them 
drinks. The practice was an 
arguable violation of the 
Volstead Act; it also had 
devastating effects on the pro-
fits of the American cruise-ship 
trade. The American ship-
owners sued, asking a Federal 
court to compel the United 
States Attorney in Manhattan 
to investigate and prosecute 
the British shipowners. With no 
hesitation, the court refused: 
"[This court] has no jurisdic-
tion over the prosecution . . or 
the pardon of crimes and 
misdemeanors." 
It was 1973, two years after 
the Attica .prison revolt . 
Several inmates filed fairly per-
suasive claims that, either 
before, during, or after the 
riots, they were subjected to 
''.cruel . and · ihh.um~n·· 'treat-
rhenl'," ·that' ·s~ate : officers ·. ',ha'(s,o.) tj~riy' crimi_n~tla\Y~t~at; 
"assaulted and beat prisoners" as Attorn'e'y Genera·I Rob'ert H. 
and "intentionally killed some Jacks-on once observed, "A 
of the inmate victims without prosecutor stands a fair 
provocation," and that chance of finding at least a 
"medical assistance was technical violation of some act 
maliciously clenied to over 400 on the part of almost 
inmates." When the prisoners everyone." Because many of 
cl'Sked a Federal court to com- these, state and Federal laws 
pel the Federal prosecutor to are vague, the prosecutor also 
press for indictments, they has the power, in many in­
fared no b.etter than the stances, to define their scope. 
"The American prosecutor 
occupies the 'black hole' of the 
criminal justice system." 
wealthy shipowners of the Pro­ Neither compendious penal 
hibition Era. The court approv­ codes nor vague laws preclude 
ingly quoted a 1965 case: "The control of the prosecutor by 
courts are not to interfere with other authorities 
the free exercise of the discre­ theoretically. As it happens, 
tionary ·powers of the at­ though: there simply is-no such 
torneys of the United States in control. Both the Department 
their control over criminal pro­ of Justice and its state counter­
secutions." parts preside over peculiarly 
And so it has been for more balkanized prosecutorial 
than two hundred years. systems which effectively give 
American prosecutors, Federal and state prosecutors 
whether Federal, state, or carte blanche to enshrine their 
local, have the pow to own versions of the public in­
decide which cases to pro­ terest. "More than 99 per cent 
secute, what charg to bring, of decisions by United States 
when •to plea-bar in, what Attorf\eys are in fact unreview­
sentence to recomm nd to the ed by anyone in the Justice 
court. Neither courts npr Department," claims Kenneth 
legislatures nor the pro­ Culp Davis, professor of law at 
secutors' superiors regularly Stanford University. State and 
supervise these decisions. local prosecutors have even 
Although constrained by a more autonomy. 
need to get along with the But the most. enduring 
police, the courts, the press, source of prosecutorial 
and the public, the American · freedom of action is the 
prosecutor occupies the disparity between actual pro­
"black hole" of the criminal secutorial budgets and the 
justice system, in the words of funds needed for full enforce­
ment of the laws. WithUniversity of Chicago law ~r 
thousands I lot potential pro- \fessor-FranlUin Zimring. 
However labeled, the prf>" secutions a~d only a handful 
secutor is an American anoma­
ly. The acts of most other 
public officials are subject to 
review by someone else. The 
decisions of a trial judge can 
be <Jppealed to a higher court. 
Laws passed by legislators 
must be signed by the Presi­
dent, a governor, a mayor. 
Laws ·passed by a legislature 
and signed by an executive are 
· subject to cou·rt review for 
constitutional defects, as are 
the decisions of most govern­
ment administrators. 
In all but the most excep-
tional cases, however, no such 
checks restrain the prosecutor. 
If you are the victim of an 
assault, there is almost nothing 
you can do to force the district 
attorney to bring your attacker 
to trial. If the district attorney 
prosecutes you - and no one 
else - for playing penny-ante 
poker, or for setting up house 
with your lover, or for attemp­
ting suicide, there is no higher 
authotity, as a rule, to which 
you can turn for redress or 
satisfaction~ If the prosecutor 
concentrates on blue-collar 
crimes and leaves the white­
collar criminals alone, there is 
hardly any way to make sure 
the law will be enforced more 
evenhandedly. 
How did all this power col­
lect in one official? The 
answers are historical, 
logistical, and legislative . 
American prosecutors are the 
institutional offspring of the 
English Attorney General, who 
traditionally enjoyed ·some · 
discretion . Burgeoning 
criminal cod.es have played a 
role in the growth of pro­
" secutdrial po'W~r. tbo.\•1\merica 
of attorneys, the typical 
American prosecutor must, 
willy-nilly, decide which 
crimes or categories of crimes 
to go after. " I have sixty 
lawyers to prosecute criminal 
cases in a district of seven and 
a half million people," says Ed-
ward Korman, United States 
Attorney for the Eastern 
District of New York. "That's 
not a big enough office even 
were I to devote myself solely 
to prosecuting bank 
robberies." . 
How does a prosecutor 
make these hard choices? Most 
decisions rest on sensible 
grounds. "We decline to pro-
secute cases for a variety of 
reasons," says John Martin Jr., 
the United States Attorney for 
the Southern District of New 
York, with 111 lawyers the 
largest Federal office in the 
country. "In some cases we 
don't believe we have a strong 
enough case to get a convic-
tion, and devoting our 
resources would just be a 
waste of time. In other cases, 
the local interest seems 
stronger than the Federal in-
terest, and so we let the local 
prosecutors handle it. Other 
times, psychiatric treatment 
seems more in order for the 
defendant than a criminal 
trial." 
Prosecutors may also pass 
up cases where_the money or 
contraband involved is small; 
in org-anized crime or con-
spiracy cases, prosecution of 
petty criminals is ·often ruled 
out if they agree to become in-
formers or otherwise 
cooperate with the govern-
protest the unbridled discre-
tion of America's _public , at-
torneys. James Vorenberg, 
dean of Harvard Law School 
and ~ longtime critic of in-
discriminate prosecutorial 
power, recently asserted in the 
Harvard Law Review that such 
broad discreatibn "is both in-
consistent with the fair and ef-
fective administration of 
justice and unnecessary to 
serve the purposes offered to 
justify it ." Prosecutors 
themselve~ ·predictably 
disagree: "There's no better 
system I can see than the pre-
sent one," says John Martin. 
"The discretion has to rest' 
somewhere. You or I can be 
driving down the highway at 
seventy miles an hour and 
someone has to decide 
whether to prosecute." 
Critics agree. They claim, 
• however, that the prosecutor's 
discretionary power should be 
more tightly structured and 
subject to review. History is 
rich enough ,with abuses to 
justify such curbs, the critics 
say. During the most volatile 
years of the civil right~ move-
ment, Southern prosecutors 
often refused to pursue whites 
who beat up and terrorized . 
blacks; conversely, civil rights 
workers were frequently pro-
secuted on the flimsiest of 
pretelfts. At the height of the 
movement in 1965, eight civil 
rights workers appealed to a 
Federal court to force prosecu-
tion of Miss,ssippi officials 
,who, the activists claimed, had 
beaten and intimidated them. 
SkellyWright,thenasnowone 
of the most liberal Federal 
ment. The defendaht's retdrd, , · judges, sympathized but's~d!y 
·tHe';attitud'e.'of ·ttie vlcfi'rti, the,.. ob$enied that his hands were 
likelihood - h'owever strong tied: 
the evidence - that a jury will "It seems more than passing 
acquit, and stray cohsidera, , strange, to me-a.t. le,a$t, .that ii'.' . • .beadwofk. frofl:I a ~eservation. 
tions such as the availability of. 
prison space may shape a pro-
secutor's decision. · 
Prosecutions may even be 
brought out of sympathy for 
the offender. A venerable 
winter rite in all northern cities 
is the migration of vagrants in-
to police headquarters, where 
they beg to be charged with 
drunk and disorderly conduct. 
A conviction means a warm 
bed and hot food for a few 
days to ward off the winter 
cold. 
Sometimes, prosecutors en­
force laws purely in line with 
their own sense of what the 
law means. Statutory rape -
legaJly defined as consensual 
sexual intercourse with an 
underaged female - is a good 
example. Many prosecutors 
(and non-lawyers) believe the 
point of ~he law is to punish ex­
ploitation of young girls by 
adult men; nevertheless, inter­
course between an eighteen­
year-old male and a seventeen­
~ear-old female is technically 
a statutory rape in many 
states. True to their reading of 
the law, however, many pro­
secutors refuse to try cases 
where the male and female are 
close in age. 
All this seems reasonable 
enough. Prosecutors seem 
merely to be harried ad­
ministrators trying to get the 
maximum bang from their 
limited budgets. But they have 
the power to be unreasonable, 
and even downright 
discriminatory, if they wish, .. 
and it is that possibility which 
leads manv, le1al scholars to 
clubhouse of a fraternal 
organization, an anonymous 
assistant prosecutor who 
declined a felony prosecution 
said that "because of the 
caliber of the men involved, 
the complaint should be for a 
misdemeanor." 
The sex of suspects, as well 
as their "caliber," also sways 
prosecutors. Many prostitution 
laws criminalize the behavior 
·of both prostitutes and their 
customers. Seldom, however, 
are "johns" prosecuted under 
these laws. Ten years ago the 
police in Washington, D.C., 
using poli£ewomen posing as 
hookers, began a drive to ar­
rest johns. The program was 
quickly abandoned. Although 
.city law enforcement officials 
said it proved to be more effi­
cient to charge only th~ pro­
stitutes and not their many 
customers, one Washington 
judge had a different view: 
"They were getting complaints 
about locking up the good 
fellows from the suburbs." 
Politics may also save an of­
fender. In a 1970 Supreme 
Court opinion, the late Justice 
William 0 . Douglas stressed 
the different prosecutorial 
treatment of politically 
popular ' and politically un­
popular defendants: "While . 
former government officials · 
resign rather than face trial, 
American Indians are placed 
under .Federal indictment for 
stealing a bag of groceries dur­
ing the government siege of 
Wounded Knee." Douglas was 
prophetic: Three years later, 
Vice President Spiro Agnew 
was permitted to plead no­
contest to a handful of serious 
charges, whi.le some South 
Dakota Indians were tried for 
the hefty crime of theft of 
.some parts of this country 
citizens exercising their First 
Amendment- .rights... , are ar-. 
rested and c~nvicte~ by the 
hundreds, while perpetrators 
of innu,merable church bomb-
ings and burnings, kidnap-
pings, beatings, maimings ~n~ 
~urders of Negroes and c1v1I 
rights workers are not pro-
~ecut~d. .. But I agree that an 
investigation as to the ade-
quacy, or · the execution, of 
these laws is not a matter 
within the jurisdiction of the- . 
judicial branch of this Govern-
ment." 
Nor are the racist pro-
secutors found only in the 
South. Frank w. ·Miller, the 
author of a study of pro-
secutors published by' the 
American Bar Foundation, 
described how Detroit pro-
secutors decided whether or 
not to bring charges in morals 
cases: 
"One assistant prosecutor in 
Detroit expressed the belief 
that the moral code among the 
Negro subgroup was so low 
that if all such offenses were 
prosecuted the courts would 
be overloaded. The case that 
prompted this statement con­
cerned cohabitation with a 
twenty-year-old girl. The assis­
tant indicated that the charg­
ing decision would have been 
different if white persons had 
been involved." 
Wealth and social standin1 
can affect the decision to 
charge. In explainin1 to Miller 
his disposition of a case involv­
ing' "gambling equipment and 
an indecent floor show" in the 
Race, wealh, social pro­
minence,' political clout: None 
of , these...sho,uld dictate the 
decision not to charge a 
suspect with a crime, but it is 
unsurprising that they often 
do. "The power to be lenient," 
Professor Davis has written, "is 
ttie power to discriminate." 
But leniency toward favored 
suspects is only half the pro­
blem, the critics say. Far more 
damaging, at least to those at 
the wrong end of an indict­
ment, is aggressive prosecu­
tion-..of unpopular perso!"ls. In 
the years · since the first 
American prosecutor took of­
fice in Connecticut in 1704, the 
power to charge · has been 
misused in a chilling variety of 
ways .- In New York City ih 1964, 
a new trial· was ordered to, a 
woman accused of housin1 
violations when it seemed that 
her prosecution was in reven1e 
for her.exposure of corruption 
in .the Department of 
Buildings. In Hawaii in 1970, . 
William Steele, one of many 
peqple who has .refused to fill 
out census forms, was sin1led 
out for prosecution solely . 
becaus~. as a vocal member of 
a census-resistance movement, 
he was exercisin1 his First 
Amendment ri1ht· to be heard 
on public issues. 
But it was opposition to the 
war in Vietnam _and the pro­
secutions issuin1 from it. that 
best show how selective the 
power to prosecute can be. 
Scores of draft resisters and 
anti-war . demonstrators were 
hauled ~nto court, often on at­
tenuated 1rounds, such as 
_continued on pqe 5 
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Mooters Model Briefs In Sartorial Splenclor· 
week to take his · whileMissCindyFoote·choseaby Wendra St. Claire tional stilleto heels. Charles this reporter of speech (Admit­
measurements. Mr. Klein has jacket and skirt in a blu·e andDesmond served as chief tedly, a feat). Also judging the 
vowed to do whatever possible white checkered pattern. MissNattily attired in blue judge, arrayed in agrey suit first semi-final round was Lin­
to bring such a rich patron into · Susan Nusbaum's grey suit"was .pinstriped suits signifying sym­ and blue shirt. Judge Jasen was da Koening in a black suit and fashion. beautifully accented by a red­bolic identification with their al~o clad in grey, while Judge maroon. blouse, and Vincent patterned silk bow tie, spiffily imprisoned client, William Headrick wore blue, Judge Doyle in a grey suit, white shirt 
contrasting with co-counselHochul and Timothy Prosperi Olsen light beige, and Judge and red tie. Fashion Notes: Judith Gerber's dark areystruck a note of sartorial splen­ Denman black. The second semi-final round 
Co-counsel Miss Vicki pinstriped outfit. Mr. Kevindor as they triumphed in the The first of two semi-final featured the aforementioned Tripi also chose p_instripes,finals of the Desmond Moot rounds on the preceding even­ team of Hochul and Prosperi in O'Reilly and Mr. Jose Rios 
alternating between a blue-andCourt Competitio·n last Satur­ ing also proved to be. a classic blue pinstripes, before .a panel complemented each other well 
in dark blue, Miss O'Reilly's grey suit, while co-counselday. confrontation between blue of judaes all dressed in grey. 
suit featuring thin white Mary -lzidor wore tweed. MissMr. Hochul exp.lained that and grey. Grey carried the day, Representing the state c;,n this 
pinstripes. Mr. Toni Bantle was Jill Raskin's slit skirt cauaht theas counselor for the Petitioner, however, · as the panel chose ,auspicious occasion, Miss 
also resplendent in dark blue, judges attention, as did MaryHe and Mr. Prosperi wore suits Miss Peterson and Miss Richter Mary Ellen Berger was charm­
designed to remind the judges to go on to the finals in an ex­ ing in a plaid suit and a cream sans matching handkerchief, Gehl's colorful red suit. 
that "Mr. Harper · wears tremeI y <:lose decision . colored blouse which featured New Waves 
pinstripes of a different sort­ Representing Harper at the ruffled cuffs. Miss Barbara Bar­
the type he will have to wear event, Miss Karen Vampotic ton was tres chic in a muted Daughters An.d Furs-
for a lifetime." Mr. Prosperi .and Miss Amy Goldstein both olive green wool suit and a by Jud Welksnar to be a little more narrow than
completed his ensemble with a wore dark blue suits. Miss delicate crepe de chine blouse· Buffalo bands-they have such 
white shirt, blue striped tie, Vampotic selected a white of white (a nice contrast to the What had the potential to be ~ huge market in New York
and circular black-onyx tie­ blouse with a bow front and charcoal grey and ice blue she a spectacular concert two Sun- -that they're bound to attract a
clasp. Mr. Hochul sported a low-heeled pumps to wear with had sported earlier in the com­ days ago at Clark Gym didn't following if they have some
red pattern tie and gold tie­ her simple tailored suit. Miss petition.) quite gel, as 10,000 Maniacs, kind of gimmick. 
clasp. His dark suit was ac­ Goldstein's suit featured a As Mr. Harper remains in Our Daughter's Wedding, and The Psychedelic Furs added
cented by a red silk handker­ double-breasted jacket, and solitary, moi was unable to the Psychedelic Furs fell victim a new saxophonist, cellist, and 
chief which peeped out from she wore a cameo pin attached ascertain precisely what ap­ to time limitations, attention keyboard player for their tourhis front right pocket to the high neck of her blouse. parel he was wearing on Satur­ span, and acoustics. of North America. Unfor-Representing the State of In the judges category, it day when he learned that the Anyone who has seen 10,000 tunately, the sound in ClarkAshland in the final round, · can truly be said that Judge pending state prosecution Maniacs perform before could Gym was so atrocious that
counsel for Respondents was Mazzela shown the others against him had been enjoined, tell they were being rushed. As they could .have added thegarbed in grey. Miss Cherie down. She was simply stunning and a damages award in the low band on the totem pole, New York Symphony andPeterson wore a flared jacket, in a basic black "After-Five" outrageous sum of SS00,000 they were limited to a 20 nobody would've noticed. Did
red blouse, and slit skirt, while dress, strappy black sandals, restored. While some com­
minute set and denied a sound you ever wonder why peopleMiss Magalie Richter was pearl drop earrings, with a petitors have speculated that 
check. Despite being forced to would choose one stereo over
adorned in a three piece suit, single strand of pearls clasped Mr. Harper will never become play shortened versions of another because it has .001
white blouse, and matching around her neck. After the truly chic as -he suffers from their _most upbeat material, less distortion, then go to a grey hose. Co-counsel for . panel had announced its deci­ tardive dykinesia, this reporter they came off well and were concert where they can't makeRespondents both opted for sion, she re-appeared in-a short has learned that Calvin ·Klein 
very well received for a warm- out a single word or distinguishclassic black pumps with tradi- black sable jacket that bereft visited Harper in solitary last 
by Glenn FrankCrossword 
ACROSS 39. Haia and Hirt 11 . Rochester Hospital 
41. Desianer 16. Currencies 
1. Cooldna Vessels 43. Creek Letter 17. flame Fiahtina Gp.
46. ____ of My Thumb5. Diait . 21 . Lona Billed W~dina Bird 
8. Minute Particle (by 26down) 23. Woman in White 
12. Pertainina to Grades 1-12 49. Canal 24. Tap 
13. Hu~ 50. Moisten Of' Soak 25. To be Sure of Victory 
14. Prefix with Ton S1. Object of Worship 26. Whodunit Author 
15. Book by 26 Down - 52. Swarm 27. Symbolic of Chromium 
18. Esau to Issac 53. Cindery Lavas 28. TheNewA,e 
19. Chose 54. Withhold 29. Oil Containers (abbr.) 
20. Astroloaical Sian 30. Concorde 
21 . Elem. Tin DOWN 32. Purple Heart ti>r One (abbr.) 
22. Thorouahfare (abbr.) 36. Above (Lat.) 
23. Dea. in Rel. Studies 1. Natural Soil Aareaates 37. Sheathina Plant Part 
24. Type of Basket 2. Maraarine 39. Encouraae 
28. Some Middle Easterners 3. Comparative Conjunction 40. Ancient Harp 
31 . More Uncomfortable 4. Ceaser 41 . One of the Fort. 500 
32. Quiets 5. Snaa 42. Jr. Counselors 
33. Maryland ____ 6. Desires 43. Ebb 
34. Humble 7. Beainning 44. At Another Time 
35. As In (abbr.) 8. I Love (Lat.) 45. Like a Certain Youna Duck 
36. In the Manner Described 9. . Like Poe's Heart 47. Provide an Edae 
38. Who, ____? 10. Stare 48. Tease 
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up band. an instrument? 
Our Daughter's Wedding The Furs picked up steam 
has unique instrumentation for midway through their set with 
a four-man group: two syn- their two most popular songs, 
the.sizers · and two drum sets. "Pretty in Pink" and "Love My 
Uniqueness quickly turned to Way." Perhaps significantly, 
monotony, however, despite the fewer instruments on stage, 
the exhortations of the band the better the music moved. 
for people · to get up and I'm sure · the furs would've 
dance. Our Daughter's Wed- sounded great in Kleinhans 
ding did not get a great recep- Music Hall or even Shea's. The 
tion from the audience. They Furs performance was reminis­
share the trait of many New . cent of the Talking Heads' "Re­
York City New Wave Bands- main In Light" tour-the same 
they're afraid to throw in a sounds that add depth to the 
melody. Heaven forbid if you · music in the studio just weigh 
might find yourself humming it it down on stage if they're 
in the shower. We wouldn't distorted to the point of in­
want that would wel Perhaps audibility. Distortion or no 
bands such as Our Daughter's distortion, the furs succumbed 
Wedding, The Catholic Girls, to subdued yet relentless ap­
and the Bush Tetras can afford plause for an encore. 
An old .pollwatcher's formula 
Political Party Guide 
E~itor's Note: Source: Congres- clans and entertainers. 
s,onal Record, Oct. 1, 1974 Republican children are nam­
/nsetted by Rep. Craig Hos~r ed after their parents or arand­
(R-Cal.J parents, dependin1 on where 
the m,oney is. 
Althouah to the casual ala~e 
Republicans and Democrats · Republicans study the finan­
may appear to be almost in­ cial pqes of the newspaper. 
dlstinauishable, here are some Democrats put them in the 
hints which should result in bottom of the bird ·caae. 
positive .identification, accor­ Most of the stuff you see 
din1 to the- Sterlin, Bulletin: alonpide the road has been 
Democrats buy most ·of the tJ:uown out of ca, windows by 
books that have·been banned Democrats. . · 
somewhere. Republicans form · Republicans raise dahlias, 
censorship committees and Dalmations and eyebrows, 
read them as a aroup. · Democrats raise Airedales, 
Republicans consume ¾ of kids, and taxes. 
all the ·rutabeaa produced In · Democrats eat the fish they 
this country. The remainder is catch. Republicans han1 them 
· thrown out. on the wall. 
Republicans usually we"' · Republican boys date" 
hats and almost always clean Democratic 1irls. They plan to 
their-paint brushes. marry Republican airls, but 
Democrats 1ive their worn feel . they are entitled to a little 
out clothes to those less for­ fun first. 
tunate. Republicans wear Demo~rats make up plans
theirs. but _then do somethin1 else. 
Republicans employ exter­ Republicans follow the plans 
minators. Democrats step on · their 1randfathers made. 
the buas. Republicans sleep in twin 
Democrats name their beds - s_ome even In separate 
children after currently ~~ms. That is why there are 
•--------------..,...;.-------------...;•:...:· ' .!..___...J : : popular sports lfiiures, politi- · more Demcrau.: : : ~ : : :...:•.._-l..:. ' 
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:.. continued from page 3Prosecutc,rs' Powe.r ·: . .• 
"conspiracy to cross state lines . admit, there will be-abuse. But ferent districts?" Edward Kor­
-to commit a . Federal crime." critics like Professor ·Davis ad­ man adds that such differences 
Hundreds were convicted and .vocate .reform not only to cor­ may be traced to varying pro­jailed. And yet, despite strong rat the admittedly exceptional blems across the country: "In 
evidence that "fraggings" and errant prosecutor. The present southern California or 
massacres of 'civilians were ~ystem, he and others claim, is southern Texas, immigration 
commonplace . crimes in the arbitrary and undemocratic. A may be the problem, while in 
American ranks in Vietnam, 1978 report by the General Ac­ New York the problem may be 
only one case - the My Lai counting Office noted the narcotics or official corrup­
massacre - was ever brought· great differences ' in enforce­ tion." 
to trial. · ment policies among the . But the critics say · this 
Personal vindictiveness, ninety-four· Ul)ited States' At­ discretion, whether or not 
political dislike, racial enmity, t9rney districts: "in one district benevolently exercised; is 
a resistance to the exercise of the United States Attorney has undemocratic . Prosecutors, 
constitutional rights - all are decided that bank they emphasize, are attorneys 
disturbing, and disturbingly embezzlements of $500 or less · whose first retponsibility is not 
common, motives for prosecu- generally _will not be Federally to decide which laws'- t() en­
tion . .A.lthough a defendant can prosecuted.. . In another force but to enforce all laws 
bring a suit for •~malicious pro- district, t~e United States At­ "without fear or favor," as the 
secution," that temedy is only torney has decided that bank United States Attorneys' oath 
of theoretical comfort because embezzlements under $5,000 of office requires. "Why 
of- the courts' historic will not be prosecuted when should a prosecutor," asks Pro­
deference to proseq1tors. In the suspect is not a bank super­ fessor Davis in his Discre-· 
all but the most exceptional visor or an officer.. . Whether tionary Justice, "have a com­
cases, observes Harvard's or not a suspect is prosecuted plete power to decide that one 
James Vprenberg, "the exer- may depend more - on the statute duly enacted by the 
cise of prosecutorial discretion district handling the complaint people's representatives shall 
has routinely been upheld by than the quality of tbe case." not be· enforced at all, that 
the courts." The numbers tell Are these policy differences another statute will be fully en­
the story: Only a dozen such inherently wicked? No, says forced, and that a third will be 
suits have succeeded in two Michael Smith, director of the enforced only •if, as, and when 
hundred years. Vera Institute of Justice: he thinks it should be enforced 
Defenders of prosecutorial "'Consistency i's the hobgoblin in a . particular case?" The 
discretion . are forthcoming. of little minds.' What's wrong power to enforce, Davis and 
Wherever there is power, they with different priorities in dif- others point out, is not the 
·UB-G.rad • • 
continued from page 1 litigation . Students would According to Steele, the law 
he continued. derive a sense of satisfaction school's integrity as a teaching 
Steele admits that he hasn't because they would be in- institution would not be 
approached the administration volved with something more threatened if it assumed a 
with any concrete proposals societally beneficial, he said. more active role in pending 
because he's been too busy. The more .people who work on litigation. In addition, the law 
How.ever, during this int.erview, a particul~r project the ll)0re . school, by actively par­
Steele did suggest that the law ideas that start flowing, he ticipating in public interest 
school offer • classes which continued, adding, "working concerns, would lend prestige 
work on a particular piece of alone can be unimaginative." and legitarnacy to this field . In 
WHICH BAR REVIEW COURSE WOULD 
YOU RATHER TAKE? 
A COURSE WHICH FULLY PREPARES 
YOU FOR THE BAR 
OR 
A COURSE WHICH GIVES YOU EXCUSES 
AND PROMISES TO TRY HARDER NEXT 
TIME 
Last year, BRC fully prepared our students for the 
bar, while our competitor's enrollees' came out feeling 
ill equipped, cheated and unprepared. 
Don·'t Gamble With Your 
. Future! 
IIJannO.JC>SePISOr1jaec 
11 ......,. 17111 Fl.. New Ycllll, N.Y. IOOOI 
(212) :,u.e110 • (211) S44-41111 
The- Best Review_Course 
i ) 
power to legislate. political ambition may dictate 
This power to pick and those judgements. Many state 
choose has raised hackles all and local prosecutors run for 
across the country in the past their offices, and the tempta­
few months . Although tion to go for the sensational 
dramatic events such as the case · and the six-column 
new, hands-off antitrust policy headline is often irresistible. 
and. the civil war over civil For James Vorenberg, un­
rights enforcement within the trammeled prosecutorial 
Justice Department play a part discretion also impedes ra­
in the angry new awareness, tional planning in the criminal 
the concern · is not centered justice system. "A prosecutor," 
solely in the nation's capital. Vorenberg wrote in the Har, 
For example, the pending vard Law Review, "may have 
retirement of Sidney Lezak, an unannounced practice of 
the United _States Attorney for holding in abeyance charges 
Oregon since 1961, has led his for most first-offender larceny 
critics to speak out. "[Lezak] cases against youthful of­
· chooses to pick on the fenders, while being very 
powerless and the unpopular, tough on sales of even small 
the blacks, the Indians, amounts of drugs. Typically, 
anything that makes him look there is no way of testing the 
great," Michael Bailey, assis­ effects of reversing the prac­
tant director of the Portland tice, or of determining whether 
Public Defender's Office, told this approach reflects the 
the American Lawyer recently. public's wishes." Many pro­
Such criticisms are to be ex­ secutors have no policies, but 
pected. A prosecutor sits on a simply make decisions on an 
very hot seat and his policies, ad hoc basis. "The results," 
whatever they may be, will of­ Vorenberg continues, "are 
fend someone. But critics disheartening for one who 
stress not only that pro­ believes that the legislature 
secutors are making what and the public should have suf­
should be legislative ficient information to improve 
judgements, but also that raw the way government works." 
effect, the school would be posed to this method of pay­
saying that these areas are im­ ment because it interferes with 
portant and worthy of study, the goal of damages, namely, 
Steele said. to make the parties whole. "If 
The elimination of con­ an attorney gets one-third of 
tingency fees as a formula for the award, the parties are, by 
paying lawyers would also definition, not whole," he said. 
serve to stimulate law school Steele prefers to charge hourly 
graduates to enter the public fees and then receive payment 
interest field . By removing the as a separate part of the settle­
degree, of uncertainty inherent ment. 
. , in - contingency fees, there Stt!ele is ·currently seeking -
would be a greater incentive three to five students to work 
for lawyers to pursue public in­ with' him over the summer. 
terest litigation. . Because of the uncertainty of 
Steele is philosophi_cally op- his fees, he cannot offer them 
a salary. 
continued from page 1 
lective interaction was that School." This workshop was 
minority professionals, no mat­ hosted by our very own Dean 
ter what the minority or profes­ Garcia. It was directed mostly 
sion, are constantly con­ at those undergraduates who 
fronted with and reminded of are interested in attending law 
their identity. It is their respon­ school. Dean Carcia basi.cally 
sibility to do the very best they . wanted to aive them an idea of 
can and be a good example for the application process and ex­
themselves as well as their plain some of the changes in 
fellow minorities. the LSAT. For those unsure 
about the LSAT and applyina 
The most .controversial to law school, Dean Carcia ex­
workshop of the day, "Global tended an open invitation·: to 
Struules," focused discussion stop up in her office. 
on the problems in South The Symposiuiri was 
Africa. There were ·three tastefully brouaht t~ a cl~se·by 
speakers, Or. Viet~ MoYO, a short but poianant speech by 
who is a native of Zimbabwe; Professor Carr, one of the law 
Chris Morton, a white South School's newest additions and 
African; ~nd . Khomo its only minority lecturer ~ 
,Mehpeola, a black South date. 
· African and former member of To all the participants 
the African National Conaress. special thanks is extended 
The three men spoke about because they are the per­
customs and traditions in son if ication of all ttiat 
many African Nations. They HANLSA and BALSA strive for. 
contrasted these traditions, Janet Maclin, · president of 
which are based on pride and BALSA and Carmelo · Batista, 
, hard work, -with the absolute former president of HA~ALSA, 
dehumanization and subjuaa- contributed to and par­
tion being thrust upon black ticipated In makina this years 
South Africans who are beina Law Day the tremendous sue­
deprived of their rights. They cess that it was. 
also discussed the "civil distur- BALS.A and HANALSA are 
bances" in South Africa which planning more activities 
have nearly escalated to the already. Next semester they 
point of civil war. It was stated are hoping to bring in more 
at the w9rkshop that these-- speakers and hopefully hold 
events are · not given much another symposium, as well as 
media coverage here . in the panel discussions, and to pro­
United States. vide tutors for students. As 
The last workshop of the day with th~ Law Day, all students 
was e~ti_tled "Applyina t~ ~~w are Invited to attend. 
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LaRazil Legal Alliance Stri\les FOf Latuio" Rights 
by: Carmelo Batista, Jr. -Carmelo Batist;,, Jr., President tion. across the country, with a total wide. 
John H. Faria, Jr. of HANALSA, and John H. La Raza Legal Alliance was membership of about spa per- The convention was attend-
Faria, Jr., active member. first organized in 1969 as La sons. Each chapter belongs to ed by more than 150 delegates 
On October 22nd and 23rd The convention, the theme Raza National Law Students one of eight regions: The and individuals representing 
LA RAZA Legal Alliances of which was "The Oppression Association . In 1978 the Pacific Northwest, Southern over thirty .cities and law 
(lRLA) sponsored its 13th an- of the Latina," marked the first organization was expanded California, Southwest, Texas, school's on a national scale. 
nual National Convention. The time that a Latino-based and restructured to include Mid-west, Mid-Atlantic, New ·u/B's representation was the 
convention took place in the organization at SUNY Buffalo · lawyers, paralegals, in- England, Southeast. only one in New York State. 
city of Houston, Texas, and Law School strived beyond the vestigators, law students, and The La Raza Legal Alliance The most significant 
was hosted by the University school's parameters in order to 0th.er progressive persons in- was organized because of the achievement of the conven­
of Houston Law Center, along achieve national exposure. volved with legal work affec- need to build a I.egal organiza- tion was the constructive in­
with the Latino Learning HANALSA's presence in ting the democratic and tion of united Latino legal te.raction amongst law 
Center. Houston was made possible by human rights of Latino people. workers . This unity has students, attorneys and com-
The convention was attend- funding from the law school The basic unit of the manifested itself by bringing munity activists from all over 
ed by two delegates from via the. Jackel-Abrams Fund organization is the local together progressive thinking the country. The initial ·tone 
HANALSA's b~tino Network and the· Student Bar Associa- chapter. There are 83 chapters Chicanos, Puerto Riquenos, for this interaction was set .by 
f Cu~~.~inic~~~ h~~s~~~hm ~ . · 3 others into LRLA. each-particular workshop.'I I The primary purpose of La The workshops and panels ~ ~ Raza Legal Alliance is to discussed common struggles§ o t o I organize legal workers for faced by oppressed com-§ U ~ legal and political action' munities . Most of theI 6 · 6 I~riit:st~~~\1Pr;:s~~~n~ni~:: :rC:!~~op:an:~::s s!~~ctu;:~· .I I munity. This means fighting for ticipants .who provided a 
~ ~ democratic and human rights politically progressive analysisI I of Latinos, including the right of the particular problem. This 
I BAR/BRI enrO11ees were I !~n~il::::~i~~~i~~:~.rajl~is~u~: ~:fT!~~:lr~~idte t~:s~T~~~~~: 
~ . . ~ cent housing, the right to adopted by the convention, for 
I
I . ~I organize, immigra.tion and setting forth progressive legal 
emigration freedom and the and political strategies that the! we11 prepared for s•• X I rig~t to be_fre~ f~om_'racial and organization collectively, and ~ ~ national d1s~ri_minat1on. . Latinos and Latinas individual-
~ ~ In organizing progressive ly should take in the variousI I legal workers to struggle for community struggles. 
~ · ~these rights, LRLA Some of the more importantf f h • f h1 O e SIx es.says_on e I simultaneously seeks to workshops centered aroundI _ I remove the historic elitism of assessing the labor market im-
~ ~ the legal profession and to pact of undocumented personsI 5 19 8 2 B E I unite all La Raza legal workers and judicial developments in 
~ Ummer a r xam ~ into one organization. the area of refugee and asylumI • I Besides working . for the policy. Other _workshops foc~s-f ~ struggle of the Latino com- ed on the issues of police 
_, I IJl_u. ~_.ity__i~_th_e U_ n_ited State,s to brutali_ty, U.S_. fore_ign policy,I An' ,ot·h'e·' ·r··b'·a··· r' 'r•e·•·v·· •• e' ::,w·'•'•'. -··. f acn1eve e,q-uahty in ,ill" f6rms, . m,d its ·felat1onsh1p to South 
~ ~ LRLA has always recognized Africa and Cuba, and the racist 
f I and supported the struggles of and discriminatory Simpson
/ ~ I all third world peoples against -Mazzoli Immigration Bill. . 
~§~ co··•u"''· rse~· ··b·r-a·g···s· ,,_.. ,·~L-a··-1· ... ·•·· , -·· I .tore~ltfl ex-~~itiit.fon ~ fld '-:.tot :;~'l Tbe.' <;<>n'-!e.ntlbn was higijly
., n I their right to self determina- charged.. with energetically
I tion, wherever they may be. debated plenary . sessions . 
. · - · · ~ -· ' · -' , · . · · · · · ~ In this same vein, LRLA has From these sessions the two 
~f d • d ii always promoted solidarity del~gates from HANALSA's 
I prepa re Its stu ents I between the La Raza com- Latmo 'Network were electedl · , f munity and the working people to become the Mid-Atlantic 
~ I of al I other races and Regional representatives of the 
~ f I nationalities. Indeed many of La Raza Legal Alliance, and ~ Or onIy f hree Of t he s.·1 X ii LRLA's -activities involve joint thus serve as members of the ~ ~ work with other progressive National Steering Committe.e~ ~ legal organizations such as the for LRLA. 
~ ~ National Lawyers Guild and Having Mid-Atlantic 
~~~ essays ~I~ tBhleackNLaat1w·o~nearls.Conference· of Regional representatives of ~ ~ LRLA, U/B will be assured of ~ • • • LRLA pri es itself in its ef- nationai recognition along
ii 5forts to str ggle against the with · its Latino counterparts
I . ~ economic and cultural oppres- from other law schools.I h _, sion of Latino women. By ad- · As stated previously, this is 
1: Anot e r reason t hat I dressing and removing the sex- th~ "Latino Network's,, firstI ii ist practices and ideas of both exposure as an existing viable
~ I men and women La Raza seeks organization in U/8 Lawii to create the conditions for School. The convention wasI~ m.ore au· ffalo an·d New I Latinastoparticipatefully:and highly productive andI effectively in LRLA and in the HANLSA looks forward toI struggles of Latinos nation- maintaining the ties with lRLAII York State law ICrossword . 
.., lsraduates take BAR/BRIII Ithan all other bar 
II· review -courses II I 
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· 401 Seventh Avenue, Suite' 62 • New York, New York 10001 • (212) 594-3698 
Stanley D. Cheee 
November 1 , 198_2 Director 
Dear Law Student: 
' 
. . 
For the second year in a row, another bar review is circulating a promotion 
piece in which, instead of .disc_ussing its own course, it makes false and 
-JDisleading st_atements about the BAR/BRI program. 
This promotion piece i~ an assemblage of more than a dozen -falsehoods. I 
could answer each claim in this letter, but all this would do :i.s help perpetuate 
the i~accurate allegations and help to give the other course the publicity 'it is 
seeking to offset its declining enrollment. 
Yet the significant investment you're making, in both time and money, and the 
significant· impact· your .choice of programs may have on your care~r, require an 
informe_d decision, a decision based on ··accurate information. 
Therefore I urge you to a~k direct and _discerning questions of your· BAR/BRI · 
student representatives or of me. For any difficult questions that our 
- repr~sentatives, as students, are unable to·ariswer, please call the New York 
office. 
The BAR/BRI ·program_has grown dramatically over the years. We are ·now the moat 
popular course at every law school in ~ew York .State. In fact. at most law 
.schools in- New York, more graduating seniors take BAR/BRI than take all other 
courses combined. . 
We've grown because_, as corny . as it sounds, we care. And we've grown because 
tens of thousands of graduating law students·have been satisfied with the 
BAR/BRI program, and with their success on the bar · exami_nation. 
Therefore, any student who has any question whatsoever about the BAR/BRI 
course, or about the statements put out by the other course, may _call me 
directly~ Those of you outside New York City may call me collect. · 
. ' 
Also, any student repres·entatives from the other course-who may have questions 
about the ethics, _morality and legality of sitting back while f•lse statements 
are being published and circulated in their names should also call me, collect. 
My telephone number is (212) 594-3696. If I'm out of the office, which is 
likely, just leave your name and phone number. Either Steve Rubin, our associate 
/dir~ctor, .or I will call you back within 24 hours. 
Sinc.erely, 
HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH LAW GROUP 
·{ 
. . 4 • 
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Commentary 
Pugilism vs. Humanism: Ban Hit-Men From The Ring 
by Michilel P. McGorry 
In the wake of this past 
weekend's events, one must 
seriously ponder the question 
of whether boxing, an alleged 
sport, should be allowed to 
continue in its present state, 
whether it should be changed 
in order to promote safety, or 
whether it should be banned 
altogether as a form of bar• 
baric l~gal battery. 
On Friday, November 12, 
1982, Alexis Arguello, the 
reigning Lightweight Cham­
pion of the world, fought 
Aaron Pryor, the current Junior 
Welterweight champ. The pre­
fight hoopla billed this as one 
of the centuries greatest mat­
ches, and it lived up to that ex­
pectation with Pryor knocking 
Arguello out in the 14th round. 
Arguello was unconcious for 
almost five minutes, but pro­
gnosis is for a full recovery. In­
cidentally, Arguello wants a 
rematch. 
On Saturday, November 
13th, Ray "Boem Boom" Man­
cini lived up to his nickname 
by battering his opponent, Duk 
Koo Kim into submission in the 
14th round. Kim was taken 
from the ring to the hospital 
and has not as of this writing 
regained consciousness. Doc­
tor's claim that he is "brain 
dead" and will not live. 
These two fights evidence 
the absurdity of boxing as a 
sport. It is the only sport where 
the sole goal of the par­
ticipants is the physical 
destruction of the opponent. 
In each and every other sport, 
injury of an opponent is sup­
posed to be avoided, with the 
·• final goal being victory in 
some other manner, such as 
having more points than your · 
The BAR/BRI table will 
be unattended from 
November 21st until the 
beginning ·of next 
semester. Direct all 
inquiries to our reps. or 
leave a riote in box *544. 
The winter cours_e begins 
January 4th, 1983. Irving 
Younger's 
Comprehensive CPLR 
Course will be available 
in late January. The next 
MPRE test date is March 
18th. 
. {.'
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opponent. 
Many of today's sports com­
mentators suggest there 
should be measures taken by 
the boxing commissions to pro­
mote safety in the ring so as to 
lessen the chance of perma­
nent physical injury to the par­
ticipants. Among the safety 
devices suggeted are 
headgear, larger gloves, softer 
floors, and better referees who 
would step in before too much 
damage was done. Each of the 
aforementioned, however, fail 
to adequately prevent physical 
injury_ to a boxer. Tests have 
shown that headgear in its pre­
sent form does not lesson the 
blow of a punch to a person's 
head and brain, but merely 
gives the opponent a larger 
target to hit. Muhammed Ali 
never sparred with headgear 
because too many punches 
that he normally would have 
avoided instead reverberated 
off his headgear. Larger gloves, 
while cushioning the impact to 
some extent, have not been 
adopted by boxing organiza­
tions because they are too 
heavy and because it is tod' 
tough to knock out an oppo­
nent with them. As a matter of 
fact, boxing gloves have 
decreased in weight from 12 
oz. to 8 oz. in the past thirty 
years. As to adding padding to 
the ring floor, it would help 
prevent injury only in the ex-. 
traordinary case where a boxer 
lands on his head after being 
knocked down. The real injury 
occurs from being punched 
repeatedly about the head, not 
from a boxer's head hitting the 
floor . Finally, requiring better 
referees who would step in and 
stop a fight before a person is 
seriously injured just does not 
work. ·As is evidenced by the 
Mancini-Kim fight, which was 
refereed by one of boxing's 
finest, Stanley Christidulo, a 
referee just cannot always tell 
when a person cannot con­
tinue to defend himself. 
Given the ineffectiveness of 
the proposed safety devices, 
one must seriously look to 
whether boxing should be 
allowed to remain a sport at 
all . Why, under the guise of 
sport, can two individuals- in­
front of thousands of . people 
and for millions of dollars-have 
a license to bludgeon each 
other into submission? There is 
no real difference between the 
foregoing and two individuals, 
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HARD WORK. ... 
Intramural Scene 
The Nicemen Turn Into Icemen 
by Michael p: McGorry 
The law school basketball 
league is well into its third 
week with three teams remain­
ing unbeaten. The Buffalo 
Braves led by Larry "Big 
Goober" Regan and Gary 
Kaminsky, are 5-0 and seem to 
be the most formidable op­
ponents . for the preseason 
favorite NUBAR (4-0). Sunday, 
November 14th, • the Braves 
who after discussing the mat-
ter fully, decide to go out into 
a parking lot and fight each 
other. In the case of the 
"sport", if a particpant is 
maimed or killed there is no 
criminal sanction. In the case 
of the "non-sport", however. 
each are subject to criminal 
penalties such as assault, bat-
tery, manslaughter, or even 
murder. -
Many commentators argue 
that boxers assume the risk of 
their "sport!' and that, as a 
result neither can be held 
liable in the ring. This is ab­
surd. A person cannot assume 
blew. out the . Law School 
Champs 59-45. Next week the 
. Braves face the third unbeaten 
team. Fat Daddy's Takeout led 
by Mark "I'm not conceited, 
it's just that everybody knows 
me" Nasca. 
A final note on the basket­
ball team shows that a few 
teams are considering 
forfeiting sames by not show­
ing· up for gametime. How in­
considerate and irresponsible 
can those teams be to force 
the other team to waste part of 
its day only to have you not 
show up. Show some class and 
at least inform the other team 
that you will not make the 
game.
On the racquetball front, . 
Rick "tiny" Roberts has been 
replaced at the top of the lad­
der by Mr. Hart. 
In football, both law school 
t.;ams went down to defeat in 
the playoffs. Nice People Who 
Care, who had three 
touchdowns called back, lost a 
heartbreaker to the Ethnic 
p,,OTO WORD 
~ 14pe PROCESSING - TYPING 
Word Processing uses computer 
technology to provide fast, high quality 
service at prices often lower than using 
· traditional typing services. · 
Complete Editing Capability Experienc:ed in doin1 legal work 
No need for retyping when Complete Resume Service 
editing drafts Repetitive Work at Reduced Prices 
All Final Copy Printed on Rag. · i>ersonalized for'TI letters, mailing 
Bond · lists 
16 Typestyles & Symbols to Related Services Provided 
Choose From Xeroxing, Printing, Bulk Mailing 
Printed to look like Typeset Pick-Up & Delivery Available 
Or Typewritten 
All Work Guaranteed 
Whether you type or not, PROTO-TYPE can 
provide you with highest quality work that 
computer technology can provide: 
CALL PROTO-TYPE - 883-3348 
Aik Fo~· Randy 
the risk of a criminal act. If a 
person .tells another person to 
shoot him with a gun, the 
shooter is no less guilty of 
criminal sanctions because the 
injured' assumed the risk of in­
jury and gave his consent. As 
to the premise that you cannot 
deny a man the right to make a 
living, I look only to the fact 
that other "livings" such as hit 
men and narcotics dealers 
have been deemed to be il­
legal, ilnd have been denied as 
a legal right. If boxing, in its · 
present state, is wrong and 
cannot be · sufficiently 
safeguarded, it too should be 
outlawed. 
Hoc.cJf'VER, 
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Slurs, 13-12. The Wolverines, 
won their first game of the 
playoffs 12-7, but lost in these­
cond round 6-0. This was the 
Wolverines only loss of the 
season. One pl1a1s came out of 
that loss, however. Rumour has 
it tltat this was the only game 
that Steve ''We love those 
shorts" Baxter did not quit. 
Finally, two law students-. 
Steve Sheinfeld arid Jon 
Solomon . have led the 
Roughriders into the finals. 
This dynamic duo, effectively 
known as the 'nose-twins" is 
the law schools last hope for a 
football championship this 
year- Good Luck. 
In Hockey, Ice People who 
Care again defeated the other 
law school team Advocates on 
Ice, 7-2. Ice People were led by 
Phil Frose, a graduate student, 
who scored all seven goals. 
Al-an Horatio Solarz, the teams 
resident goon, summed it up 
perfectly when he said "We 
played tough- high 10b-7's to 
everyone.'' 
